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l.Introduction
Image segmentation is the process by which the original natu-
ral image is partitioned into meaningful regions and is an im-
portant initial task for higher-level image processing such as
object recognition or object tracking. Several image segmen-
tation algorithms have been proposed [1,2]. However, due to
their complexity, compact digital VLSI implementation is
impossible. For previously proposed analog VLSI approaches
[3,4] the scalability to future sub-100nm,low-voltage CMOS
technologies is questionable. In this paper, we present a low-
complexity digital algorithm, offering high-density VLSI-
implementation, comparable for gray-scale and color motion-
picture segmentation.

2. Color Motion-Picture Segmentation Architecture
The segmentation algorithm (Fig. 1) uses a region-growing
approach, which can be viewed as a simplified digital version
of a locally-excitatory globally-inhibitory oscillator network
(LEGION) [5]. Color and gray-scale picture segmentation dif-
fer only in the expressions of Fig. 2 for the connection-weight
calculation between the network cells. The proposed VLSI-
implementation architecture (Fig. 3) consists of 4 functional
stages for connection- weight calculation, leader-cell determi-
nation, image segmentation and segmentation-result restoring,
respectively.
In the 1't stage_ the_pix9l data, i. e._luminance data (I(L),) for
gray-scale and RGB-data ((R),, I(G),, I(B),) for color pic-
tures, are used to determine the conni:ction'weights W,,be-
tween pixels according to the expressions of Fig. f for pi8ture
columns in parallel. The block diagram of,the 1't stage (Fig. 4,
color case) shows that always 2 neighboring columns are
needed for the calculation process. The calcufated connection
weights are fransferred to the 2d stage for determining leader
pixels (p,=I) and ordinary pixels (p,=0). Leader pixels repre-
sent the seed pixels in the subsequent region-growing mecha-
nism and require that the sum of the connection weights with
their 8 nearest neighbors is larger than a predetermined thresh-
old. The stages for connection-weight (W,,) and leader/ordi-
nary-pixel (p,) calculation perform the initieilization step in the
algorithm ofFig. 1 and transmit W,,, p,to the cell-network of
tG image-regnientation stage in a'6oirimn-pipelined mode.
Each cell of the 3'o stage, the image-segmentation network,
represents apixel of the original picture. In this network, which
consist of active cells and connection-weight registers, the self-
excitation and excitation steps of the algorithm of Fig. I are
carried out for all pixels of the picture in parallel. The struc-
tures of an active cell, a block of 4 connection-weight-regis-
ters and the layourfloorplan for the network are shown in Fig.
5a, 5b and 6, respectively. The active cell consists of decoder,
addeil subtractor, control unit and three l-bit registers. Fig. 6
also displays how the connection weight registers are effec-
tively shared among neighboring active cells. [n each region-
growing cycle for a segment the new cell-state is decided by
the states of the neighboring cells and the connection-weight
registers. The 1-bit register /, in each active cell is used as a
flag for indicating whether this cell is included in the pres-
ently grown segment or not. After the growth of a given seg-

ment is completed, the segment number is stored in the upper-
left connection-weight registers of all cells belonging to this
segment. The segmentation process in the cell network fin-
ishes, if new segments cannot be grown anymore, i. e. when
all leader pixels have been used up. The segmentation result,
i.e. pixeUsegment-number pairs, is then read-out from the cell
network in a column-parallel mode and transmitted to the im-
age-segmentation memory by the final segmentation-restore
stage.

3. Per{ormance and CMOS Test-Chip Implementation
The perfonnance of the motion-picture segmentation archi-
tecture has been evaluated by applying the software-imple-
mented algorithm of Fig. 1 to many test images. Color/gray-
scale segmentation examples for the same image are shown in
Fig. 7. For 300 x 300 (90,000) pixels images very short aver-
age and worst-case image-segmentation times of 60 psec and
300 psec, respectively, were verified even with a low clock
frequency of 50MHz. This is below motion-picture-segmen-
tation requirements by a factor 100.
The test-chip of Fig. 8 for the cell-network core was designed
in 0.35pm, 3 metal CMOS technology. Decoder and adder/
subtractor of the active-cells, which consume the largest area
portion, were designed in full-custom. All other circuits of the
cell-network core were generated with a standard-cell library
from the high-level VERILOG design. An integration density
of 16.1 pixels/mm2 was thus achieved. We have also estimated
the possible pixel density for full-custom high-speed (bit-par-
allel active cell) and high-density (bit-serial active cell) de-
signs in scaled-down CMOS technologies (Table.l), assum-
ing just 3-metal layers. From this data we expect a one-chip
integration of the proposed architecture for 300 x 300 pixel
pictures at the 100nm technology node and for 600 x 800 pixel
pictures at the 50nm technology node.

4. Conclusions
We proposed a digital algorithm for gray-scale/color image
segmentation of real'time video signals and a cell-network-
based implementation architecture in conventional CMOS
technology. Segmentation of natural gray-scale or color im-
ages requires only a small change in the preprocessing circuit
for weight calculation. Practical application in fully-integrated
motion-picture-segmentation chips is estimated to become pos-
sible at the lO0nm-technology node.
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[Image gegmentetlon A[orlthm]
1. Inltlolbation

(a) Initialization of global inhibitor. a(0) - g;
(b) Calculation of the connection weighta (Table 1(a)).
(c) Detoction of lcader cellg

if (Dierv<ll Wu > Cp) then pr : 1; otherwiee Pt = 0;

d) Set all celt to non-orsitation. c;(0) = 0;
2. Self-excitation

if (excitable cells : 0) then atop; / | terminate
eloe if (findJeodrel"O == d A B::1) then
rr(t * 1) : l, z(l + l) = l; //self'excitation
go to (3.Excitation)
elge go to (2.Self-excitation) ;

3. Excitation
Setting of global inhibitor,

z(t) = Vvi z{t)i / / losicat OR of zi
if (z(C) == 0) thon

if (ci(t) == 1) then
r;(t * 1) : 0; a;(t + l) = O; Pi - 0; // inbibition
go to (2.Self-excitation);

elee if (or(t) -:0 A z1(t) == 0) then
S1(t) : Ere ru(rl(Wr1 x o1(t));
if (Sr(t) > Cr) then
ai(t * 1) = 1; zr(t * 1) - l; / I excitation
ele€ cr(t + 1) :0;zr(t * 1) - 0;//non-€xcitstion
else if (zs(t) :: 1 A zr(t) :- 1) then
ci(t * 1) = 1; zi(t a 1) : 9;

go to (S.Excitation);

Fig. 1: Detail description of the proposed image seg-
mentation algorithm.
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(a) gray-scale imsg€s

wu=rit$Fttryr,i€N(i)
fi : luminance of pixel i.

(bi oolor imagee

w(RJu = otr{ffi;r (for red),

W(G)ii = Oarffi=tfO;f (for sreen),

w(B)u = i+r#ffi,tt?ry1 (for blue),
gYi! = rnin{fir(E);1, W (G)ii,W (B)UI.

Fig. 2: Connection weight calculation
expressions.
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Fig. 3: Block diagram of the cell-network-based image segmentation architecture.
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Fig. 4: Structure of connection weight calculation
circuit for color image.
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Fig. 5: Structure of active cells and connection-weight-register blocks.

Fig. 8: The layout of the test-chip with a 0.35pm 3 metal layer CMOS technol-
ogy. (a) cell network includes l0 x 10 cells. (b) The layout of a cell and four
neighboring connection-weight-register blocks.
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Fig. 6: An example of connections among cell P. and
its four neighboring connection-weight-register b16cks.
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Fig. 7: Example of image segmenttion for a color image.
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